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 I've created a simple application and you can reproduce the problem by opening the VMR file and trying to load it. It looks to me that the application will not crash if the problem is solved, since it does not call DirectShow's IDirect3DDevice9::CreateDevice() method. I'll see what I can do with DX9 and DirectShow. It will be a bit complicated since I have not much experience with the API. "Due to
the constraints on the tree structure imposed by the popular usage of the video file format, it is not possible for me to change the format of the vhdr file. If you want to see an example of an hdr file, please download the file avi_hdr.avi" Hi,Dimitrios! You are right. I took the file avi_hdr.avi and replaced the headers with the ones of the file. I still have the same problem, as you can see in the

attachment. The problem is that it does not show me the buttons in the video, but only the sound. It seems that the problem is the header of the file. I'm sorry for this inconvenience. "The extension.cfg is used only to select the best codec for a certain file format" Hi, Dimitrios! I'm sorry for the delay in answering you. The problem with the extension.cfg is that it is not compatible with the video
format. "But most of the problems that were there before were solved when the new extension.cfg files were added." Yes, it's true. But I've not found any document that details how to use the new files. "As you can see, there are extension.cfg files for various formats, but not for the.avi file format. So, I would like to know if there is a specific extension.cfg file for.avi format, or it is ok for me to use

any extension.cfg file that I find for other file formats." I found that there are extension.cfg files for avi. See here: The files called simple.cfg, basic.cfg and advanced.cfg have been made for the new extension. I think that you can use them. "I can assure you that if you use the new extension.cfg files for.avi format you will have no problems loading a. 82157476af
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